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Editorial. 
TO INSTITUTE INSTRUCTORS, 
WE commend the sentiment 'of a timely and sensible edito-. .' rial copied elsewhere in this issue' from the Iowa' Normal 
Monthly on Normal Institute Work. If the WEEKLY could 
have before it in one audience, all the institute instrJ]ctors who 
are now at work, or are goin'g to work this summer, it would 
lik~ to make a short speech to them as follows: . 
1. Be prompt. Promptness is the teacher's cardinal ·irtue. You 
·are looked to by the teachers, i ust as they are looked to by their 
pupils. Your unconscious influence js greater than you realize. 
Never let an exercise be delayed a moment for your arrival; I)or 
allow it to extend a minute beyond its proper ~ime. ; 
2. Have a definite programme, assigning to every !lalf hour <ir 
hour in :the week its particular work. U it is' not pr'!ftted put it 
upon the black board, and adhere to it ·rigidly". .: 
. 3. In regularity and systeln, make a perfect school -6ut of your 
institute. Remember that many 6f your pupil:teachers have no 
ideal in their minds but the schOOl which they attended as schol-
~s. Improv~ their standard. Give them their drill from Olie 
to five weeks in a school that is a model of promptness, system, 
order, and activity. 
4. Avoid lecturing or' merely "delivering" your lessons to yO\~r 
class. Remember, easy come, easy go. The pouring in process 
does not pay. Better be satisfied with· going over- half the ground, 
and make the teachers say and do. for you eveI:ything that you say 
and do for them. There is nothing that so rivets a thought in 
our mind and makes it lie fairly there, as expressing it clearly to 
another. Resist the strong temptation to. do most of the work 
and talking y.ourself. You do great injustice to the teachers by 
letting them sit quiet and take it easy. Don't be easy with them. 
Be determined and exacting. They may falter and beg to' be let 
off, but at the end you will have thanks in abundance. Our 
teachers, the same as'our scholars, need practice in talking,. and 
talking to the point; in saying just what they mean and not some~ 
thing else. And this practice must be given in the pr,esence of 
an instructor, with a kind heart and sharp, clear intellect,. who 
will bring them to account for blundering langauge or obscurity 
in thought. But when insi,sting upon their talking "straight" 
don't quibble or split hairs. Make them feel and enjoy the beau-
ty of clear thought in clear langl1age. 
5. Be active, vigilant, sharp. You must not wait for hidden 
or unsuspected errors and misconceptions to show themselves 
plainly. Your time is limited and you must do as much as poss-
ible for the cause of truth in one, two, or three weeks. Upon the 
merest intimation by an inflection or emphasis, or side remaI'k, 
yo.u must detect and comprehend the concealed, underlying error 
not to expose it necessarily, but to see that it is removed com-
pletely. 
6. Avoid disputed questions and unprofitable discussions. 
They are abundant ·in Grammar and plentifu~ in: Theory and 
Practice. They are ever ·coming up to waste time ana do no 
good. Be brave enough to shut them out or drive them out when 
once entered, at the risk of being thought" ignorant or afra:id.to 
.give an opmlOn. And yet don't repress discussion too mueh. 
It often quick~ns if.it doesn't enlighten. But ther.e are so many 
persons who don't know when all has been said that can be said 
with profit upon a topic, unless th<:,y have the last word! 
7. Do not have any pet· theories or hobbies of your -own to ad-
vocate. Your object is not to make the teachers agree witll you 
exactly, but to put them in a position to judge for themselves, 
and tq lead them to do so without passion or prejudic;:e. 
8. Do. not be afraid to have questions put to you. EncolJrag~ 
them. If they come from the right spirit it isagood sign. If you 
do not know, say so frankly. Your position is that of the candid 
truth seeker, and the helper of those who are searching with you 
and not that of an infallible expounder; You are to be piti«;d, 
and the institute too, if you can labor there a week as a good, 
live instructor, and not have a question put to you that you can-
not answer. There is a false idea among teache~ upon th'is, point. 
Th~y seem rea~ly to believe tqat . .;. "teacher. ought tG knpw every-
thing," and are 'often i~mpt:~~o resort to subterfuges, if ~ot 
.. downrigpt 'dishonesty, i~ o[~,er ~.b conceal their ignorance. By 
your example do your \lest to lift them above it. Do not be 
'afraid ;yourSelf to say, "i don't know.!' There is never a.ny dis-
grace in it if we have no.t been remiss, although it maY·be unfor-
funate for us to be oblig~ to confess it. . 
9· Do not allow the' teachers to obtain. from y~u. stereotyped 
or set statements, to be retailed "again as occasion may require. 
Make sure that you are leaving in their minds things, and not 
.words merely. Do not be satisfied wit·h their own assurance that 
they comprehend you or your explanation. It is easy for us to. 
be deceived in oUr§elves. Require them to say it for you in some 
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other way, in some other terms. It is safe to accept as an inva- formal parsing and saying of rules, have good practical language 
riable rule that we do not folly understand and possess that idea lessons. 'This is the kind of work that our teachers need. We 
which we cannot express in some other language or symbol than ·have not said all we intended to but our time is up. 
that in which it wizs conveyed to us. 
10; Be practical. ' That is the one quality of value in your in-
struction. ' Between the doing of a thing, and the telling how to 
do it, there is a vast difference. In your work' see that things are 
done and not merely described. Make the application of your 
principle on the spot. ' If arithmetic is your subject, furnish 
yourself, for example, with all ,the foot-rules, yard sticks, and 
tape lines, that you can get hold of, and then in teaching com-
pound numbers, use , them. Set two or ,three ladies to work in-
ciependently measuring the length ' and breadth of the room. ' You 
will be surprised to see how far apart they are in results, and so 
will they. Set another to finding the area of a pane of glass in 
the window, another the area of a panel in the door, another the 
solid contents of the chalk-box, table-drawers, ,or the top boaT(~ 
of a desk. Then you will see, and they will see, how different it 
is to say "multiply the length, breadth, and thickness together," 
and even to do it in a problem in the book, from doing an actual 
problem, and applying the rule practically. If any institute finds 
five per cent of its lady teachers-the gentlemen are somewhat 
ahead in this line because of necessary 'practice-able, without any 
help from others, to go right ahead and perform correctly such 
work as indicated above, the WEEKLY will be glad to'publish the 
fact. , Furthermor~, if twenty-five per cent of the ladies are not 
found-remember there must be no collusion or putting together 
of heads in this matter-making blunders which afterward sur-
prise even' themselves in the application of principles which they 
have taught for years, the WEEKLY wjll be glad to note that fact 
also. This is not said at all in disparagement of the lady teachers, 
or of some gentlemen teMhers, as we are sorry to be obliged to 
add in justice. But it is said simply to emphasize the kind of in-
struction which ought to be imparted in our institutes, namely, 
In devoting so much labor and space to a review of a new se-
ries of readers, the WEEKLY has done no more than is demanded 
by the importance of the subject and the interest felt by the great 
mass of teachers and members of boards ' of education. The 
great difficulty is that teachers generally hiok upon recitations in 
reading as nothing but occasions for drill in pro'nunciation and 
elocution, whereas these points sJ:iould be entirely subordinate to 
the far more important point .of teaching mind reading, if it may 
be so called, or perhaps better MIND-FULL reading.-
To aid teachers in this greatly neglected department, the editor 
purposes to devote during the coming fall and winter a consider· 
able amount of his time and space to a series of thoroughly prac-
tical school-room articles, with copious illustrations upon the art 
of teaching mental reading as in distinction from oral reading. 
Certainly, "it is safe to say that a'thorough study of each literary 
piece in the [any] higher readers will be of more benefit tO I the 
pupil in giving aim an insight into human life, and directive 
power and influence 3.J!long his fellow men, than all that he will or 
can learn from the other branches taught in the schools." To 
prepare pupils for this thorough study of literary pieces, and in a 
measure to i:nitiate them into it, should be. the main work of the 
lower grades. - How little of the genuine eye-opening process is 
really accomplished there, is appreciated by any high school teach-
er whose duty it has been to start pupils in the study of English 
classics. 
1),1 o~r review, illustrations have been freely admitted and ex-
plicit statements have been made so as to produce an article which 
shall prove helpful to. teachers, and one which they will lay away 
to be' again consulted. 
thorough, objective, practical. A few days spent in this way or REVIEWS. 
enough time to get the ice thoroughly broken, to get the spirit APPLETONS' School Readers. By Wm. T. Harris, A. M., 
fully aroused, to make teachers feel the advantage of this kind of LL. D., Superintendent of Schools, St. Louis; Andrew J. 
teaching, will be of infinite service. That is the way their boys Rickoff, A. M., 'Superintendent of Instruction, Cleveland, 
and girls should be taught, and thl!?e teachers will go to school Ohio j and Mark Bailey ' A. M., Instructor in Elocutic;m, Yale 
next fall and so teach their boys and girls. College. (New York: D. Appleton & Co . . Chicago : C. E. 
But the institute instructor must know that the teachers will be Lane, Agent, II7 State Street.)-The careful reading of these 
backward and timid in this ~ork. It will be distasteful to them books from beginning to end has given us great satisfaction: They 
at first. They must be kept at it long enough to gain confidence carry with, them a business air an~ directness which give assu-
and a little real practice and become interested, or they will vote · rance of their success. There are no prefaces, no introductions, 
it a nuisance and drop it with the institute. So if enough time no wordy "hin~ and suggestions" to teachers; not even a table 
cannot be given to this worK t~ carry tte teachers oyer the dead of iilustrai:ions, or a line telling ' the number of illustrations. 
point, so to speak, it is hardly worth while to begin it. But They go right to work with no waste of ~pace or time. Only a 
your objective arithmetic 'work ought J?,ot to stop here and with page or,less, condensed arid practical, "from the ' authors to 'the 
the other tables of Compo),lnd Numbers, , In fractions, give them teacher," excepting in the first book, in which ,three slI.lalI pl!-ges 
work to do with things instead of nu.mbers. in, Commercial .are devote.d to a brief explanation o( how these succe~ful and 
Arithmetic, go to, the bank in the toWn wl)ere your.institute is held- eminent teather-authors would uSe the book in teaching the 
and get a 'handful, ~f b~an~ PI omissory notes and bank ~ecks; little ones by the word and phonic methods c,ombined, and how 
, take'witn you your own life arid, fire i~si!r~ce poli~ies, arid lRn-~ -they-~~uld-mak-e-the-lessons and the pictures-which are most 
r0"!f others. . Let the, teachers see t~ese and be~'bme familiar with happily designed for. the purpose-the b_asis ot:lan~alSe lessons. 
·tHein. ,If will give-reality to ·t~eir· teaching in- those 6ulije.cts. We . Ips needless to -introduce to our readers either Mr. Hams 
were going to venture .upon ~ statement. Ofth~xi.un\kr ~fia~y- te~h- • the highest expoimdedn this country of the philosophy o( educa~ 
:el'S who.ileverSaw-or ·read an i~.surance pol~cy, ~iltlyet wliohave tion, or ,Mr. Rickoff, recognized on all hands as the most wise ' 
" befoie~many cTasSeS 'talked 'learnedly and possibly correctly, about and successful city superintendent in the land. Mr. Mark 
risk,frem,'u",) poli~, etc. But will not so~e instructor who pur- Bailey has been for years Instructor in Elocution, in Yale Col-
sues the plan we advise give us the facts when he obtains them? lege. As a teacher in his department he probably stands without 
Let the same kjnd<ofteaching be done in Granunat. Instead of a peer. The quality in him most noticed by those who know 
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him is his good strong, common-sense,-a quality about as rare 
in an elo~utionist as good temper in a prima donna. If 
the skill of these three men, aided by the capital and ex-
'perience of D. Appleton & Co., cannot make the ne plus ultra 
of school readers, where else shal1 we look? 
It is sufficient compliment to the printer to say that the excel-
lence of his work sustains the reputation of his house. The type 
is clear and large, evidently cast expressly for these books. The 
pages are open, bright,and sunny. They are remarkably free 
from typographical errors for a first edition, only one having 
caught our eye in the whole series,-an omission of the diacriti-
cal marks in the word caught, on p. 70 of the First Reader. The 
- binder, too, deserves a compliment, for the- books will stand 
wear. The "f~el" of them say~ so. But we ' fear he' will have 
to be a scape-goat for the sin of bad taste in somebody. The 
external appearance of the books' is unfortunate and unjust. 
The cover designs give evidence of enough labor and expense to 
have made the outside much more in keeping with the elegant 
inside. The designs themselves are good enough, although those 
in the third and fourth books seem rather ambitious. The boy-
life pictured on the Third Reader finds its counterpart among boys 
who will read the fourth or higher book; while that on the cover 
of the Fourth Readeris a type of life which does not come until af-
ter we are done with school readers. , However, it is well to keep 
before us ideals in advance of realities. 
The illustrations in the books are, in the main, most admira-
ble, both as works of art and as illustrations of the text which 
they accompany. The life in them is al1 natural, and intelli-
gible, and interesting, and with very little stiffness. They are 
such, particularly in the First and Second Readers-the confessed 
gems of the series-as will hold the attention of active children. 
Many of them are suggestive far beyond the average of such cuts; 
and the reading matter seldom exhausts the pictures; afact that 
every good teacher of reading-by which we mean every gcod 
cultivator of miQd-will highly appreciate. By thi~ means every 
facility is given for developing the faculties of observation, com-
parison, reflection, imaginatio~ and reason, and for construct-
ing most interesting and useful language lessons; which two 
elements, namely, the development of the mental powers, and 
exercise in the use of language, must constitute the sum and 
substance of every genuine lesson in reading. 
The length of our review leads us to omit al1usion to two or 
three other important matters in this connection. We may be ' 
inclined to refer to them hereafter. 
In the reading matter from the first , lesson to, the last 
there is a naturalness in sentiment and expression which 
is refreshing. There is no affected language. It is true, 
until they enter the Second Reader, the little ones 'have to 
read invariably such full expressions, as, do you noll let us 
run; can he noll which sometimes seem unnatural. If they 
could be allowed to read can'l and don't and 1~/' s, and thus 
make their reading conform ful1y to our evey-day speech, it 
would aid material1y in enabling them to acquire in their read-
ing, conversational tones, emphasis, and inflections, the main 
and most difficult point in primary elocution. In disposing of 
this mooted question of contractions, the authors have, on the 
whole; taken the best course. 
Little boys and ,girls nowhere talk like their fathers and 
mothers. They are always children. And larger DaYs and 
girls are ,not called upon to r.ead the exalted language o(intense 
emotion, or to deliver the "long resounding lines" of sen-
atorial and oratorical efforts. There is nothing to tempt them 
to imitate the abominable "catches" and tricks of so-called elocu-
tionists. The pieces are conversational, or descriptive, or n"arra-
tive, and always simple, just as they should be. The tendency 
to "orate" finds no encouragement. It is to be hoped that the 
introduction of thes.e new books, with the opinions of the dis-
tinguished editors so plainly implied, will hasten the approach 
of more reasonable methods and objects in the teaching of read-
ing. 
What our schools ought to make is good readers in silence 
and in the home circle. Our children need to become qui"ck 
and strong in the unloading of words~ The mere calling off of 
words wi~h imitated emphasis and inflection is not the thing. 
There is an antecedent to that which is 'essential in the ~first de-' ' 
gree. And if these books are defective at al1 it is just here,'--
that" they do not contain enough of the many hints, and plans, 
and methods, of leading pupils to be thoughtful, to have their 
minds wide awake while they are reading. To have made these 
books ideal1y perfect, a skillful person should have bee~ asso-
ciated with these gentlemen to have done a work exactly in cort-
trast with, and the counterpart of the work done by Mr. Bailey. ' 
While he has given valuable instruction: in the art of expression, 
in acquiring the power to convey thoughts to others, fuller 
'instruction and aid should likewise have been given in tlfe art 
of receiving impressions, in acquiring the power to grasp thoughts 
as put on the page by others. 
There is a field here ·yet to be occupied, and to it tne WEEKLY 
hopes to be able to contribute in the future, editorially and 
otherwise. It is quite possible that these books contain as 
much, of 'advanced aims and !Dethods as good policy woulCl pei'~ 
mit. They might have contained so much that is good and 
useful to the few very best teachers, as to prevent their being 
used by the rank and file. As it is, there is nothing to, hinder 
their being used with as great efficiency as any other books by 
the mOst stupid and backward te'achers; while there is much to 
stimulate the thoughtful alld enterprising. There is the word 
method, and phonic method, .and phrase Tead,ing. and picture 
reading, and diacritical marks, and filling of blanks, and sen-
tence building, and suggestions, and notes, etc. They are there 
in small compass pleading to be used, and of infinite value to 
the selected few. But fheywill produce no discomfort, although 
they ought to produce a slight twinge of conscienc-e, wHen ignored 
by the indifferent many. There are the words to be spelled 
and the lessons to be read. Who can get along with less? 
At the expense of space, ,'and of our readers' patience, let us 
draw an illustration or two .from these books of. what we mean 
by teaching pupils to be thoughtf\ll "lhen they ,r~d, ot to 'read 
between the lines, as it is called. . ' 
There is that beautiflJl poem; "The Brown Thrush," py Lu~y 
Larcom, on, page 17- of the Third Reader: ' , 
There's a merry brown thrush sitting up in a 'tree·· 
He's singing, to me! he!s singing to me I ' 
And wb'at does he say, little girl, little boy? 
"Oh I the world's ru.nning-over with joy I 
Hush I look! in mt tree 
I'm as happy as happy , can be." 
And the brown thrush keeps singing, "Al nest, do yOu lee 
And five eggs hid by me in the big, cherty-tree ? • 
,Don't meddle, ~on~t t~ucli, littl~ girl, little boy, 
Or the world will 106«1 some of; Its joy I .. 
How many boys and giris would 'read' right along o~er that 
last line and SUPP?se that they understood it, and yet Mw few 
of th~m' woulCl be found to possess any intelligible or p'roper idea 
or the meaping of i~ ! ) 
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"Or lite world wz11 lose some of ils joy." The thing for the 
teacher to do is not to sl1ggest the thought or let some bright 
pupil come out with the explanation before the sluggards hav, 
becom~ fairly waked up to a comprehension of the problem; 
but to increase ' the rate of revolution of the whole class, so to 
speak; to lift even the dullest above the dead level of himself, 
to dI:aw froI,Il him ~ spark, eV.eri if it is feeble and misdirected. 
Their childish minds must be made to brood over the line, as 
it were, and none but those who have tried it know with what 
delight and profit this may be. accomplished. Then comes a 
comparison and criticism of views without decision from tlole 
teacher, until the reflection an<;i innate sense of the children 
settle upon the fittest explanation. ThIS of course will take 
time-possibly a half. hour to this single line; but it may be 
done so effectively that al1 will be on the alert thereafter,-'-the 
dullards will feel a wholesome shame fcir their want of thought, 
and the bright ones will wonder how they missed "seeing it." 
Such a passage is to the teacher what the lode is to the miner, 
it is the.re he digs out the metal he seeks for; that is his grand 
oppo~nity. 
Again. In Willie's Story, page 28, Second Reader. A thought-
ful child if allowed to' speak out, as he ought to be, will be apt 
to have some questions. Is it likely that a little girl with a cut 
finger, and really sick from eating candy, would go out into the 
garden to ' play, or . feel like climbing a ladder? And ,-then 
Wiliie's change in his manner of describing the misstep ought to 
provoke a query. ' 
What golden opportunities to awaken thought and develop 
pOwer of expression; to get children to dive below the surface, 
are offered in Vze LillIe Foxes, page I93, Third Reader! 
"One little fox is~ 'By:and-By.' If you track him, you come 
to his hol~Never. 
"A third little fox is, 'No Use in Trying.' He has spoiled 
more vines, and hindered the growth of more fruit, than many 
• a worse looking enemy,"· etc. 
And also in the Rainy'Day, from Longfellow, page 95, Fourth 
Reader • . 
The day is cold. and dark, and dreary; 
. It rains, and the wind is never weary; 
The vine still clingS to the niou\dering wall, 
But at every gust the dead leaves fall) 
And the day is dark and dreary. 
My life is cold, and dark, and dreary; 
It rai"\!', and the wind is never weary; 
My thougbts still cling to the mouldering past, 
But the bopes of youth fall thick in the blast; 
just what ninety-nine teachers in a hundred need. And yet 
there a,re a few. which the WEEKLY from its standpoint can hardly 
approve. Allusion to two will be sufficient. 
After the Summer Wind, by Bryant, page 168, Fourth Reader; 
the question is put, "Who describes country scenery best ; those 
who live in the country, or those who come from the city to 
visit the country?" While this may be a good provoker of 
thought and discussion," still, as it seems to us, it is not a judi-
cious question. The answer clearly expected is, "Those who 
come from the city to vis-it the country." Whether this is true 
historically may well be doubted. But does either of the .an-
swers which might be given tell the truth? Does not the first 
part of the question in such an immeasurable degree involve the 
totality. of the man and poet, that any answer pertinent to the 
last part must be superficial and inadequate? To our-mind the 
question smacks in a slight measure of that pseudo criticism, so 
prominent in many works on English Literature, which pretends _ 
to analyze the poetic and literary character into its ultimate 
elemerits, and' to determine not only the quality and quantity 
bu t the .very. origin of each power and aptitude._ 
On page 236, Fourth Reader; the common state~ent is ac-
cepted that William the Conqueror in 1068 enacted the law re-
quiring the ringing of the "curfew bell." A slight search would 
have shown that the best authorities agree that the practice was 
common before William's time as well in England as throughout 
Europe. It is probably true that the ' Norman Conqueror en-
forced the law or practice more rigidly than had been done be-
fore, and has thus in some sources become credited as its fOl1n -
der. But as is said above, the hints are valuable, and every live 
teacher, as well as every lazy teacher, would be thankful for more. 
However, it is of the utmost importance that no encouragement 
should be given to the habit to which human nature is very 
'p',"one, to draw haSty generalizations, to jump at conclusions. 
In these books there is no moralizing, or "goody-good" 
pieces, and yet the tone is healthy throughout,-happy 
thoughts, good manners, good temper, love clf flowers and birds, 
and all nature, regard for truth, and the rights of others. The 
question almost forces itself for consideration ;-Has not the ' 
effort to be bright a~d entertaining left too Ii ttle of useful ser-
monizing? Have not too many of the lines upon lines and pre-
cepts upon precepts been ,omitted? We miss that potent little 
homily, . 
If at first you don't succeed, 
. Try, try again. 
It was probably a matter of much deliberation to adjust the 
The teacher herself needs to study 'to see clearly the beautiful books to the different local religious sentiments, which they will 
connection, between the two stanzas. . have to encounter. If they are vulnerable at all in this respect, , 
And the days are dark and dreary. 
It is greatly to' the credit of these compilers iliat while getting it is because of too ·much deference to that aggressive spirit 
up books to be heralded as new,. they have had the courage to which' wishes to leave God, Jesus, and Heaven outof everything, 
retain, Some of the good old stand-bys. And yet we miss that even out of character itself. The rigidly righteous-there are 
most exquisite of Wordsworth's little poems, We are Seven, and some living still we believe-have not yet learned to appreciate 
are sorry to see in the Fourth Reader, Gray's Elegy. Why 'will the pervasive, undemonstrative, religion of Wordsworth, Bryant, 
our book-makers persist in allowing this noble poem to be so Whittier, and Longfe\low ; but this rel(gion is nevertheless real, 
, abused as the basis of,every sort of unappreciative school-room and a powerin forming lives; it is the religi(lD of the flowers, and 
drill and toil~ that in manhQod it requires almost a miracle to the trees, and the birds, and the brooks; the religion of manli-
give our vision clearness enough to detect the jewel undernea lr -ness-a~ruth.--*his is the religion of these books. It ap-
the common stUff, the mere rubbish, as it seemed to us then; pears on nearly every page. Although, as fO,.! Qurselves, we might 
which in childhQod we trod upon I . be satisfied with this, still we are glad that the Sermon on the 
The· '''few hints that are risked", to use the . author's words, Mount has been given a piace. It stamps pla.inly the right moral 
on the · more important phases of each piece, &:e generally character upon the books, and yet furnishes neither to the 
SO judicious, that we wish more had been .risked, and especially most bigoted sectarian on the one hand, norto the free-thinking 
of those designed for the teachers. They.are very' helpful, and and Godless on the other any ground of objection. 
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Ofthe elocutionist's part of the work we have more hesitation 
in speaking. His precepts and explanations are lucid and sen· 
sible. To say that it is better to distribute such matter through 
the book in regular, easy lessons, than to mass it at the begin-
ning is not saying much. In truth ' we doubt the advantage of 
teaching boys and girl~ below the high school anything of the 
philosophy or theory o'f emphasis, inflection, stress, etc. What 
they need is practice in using the voice aright. No one ever 
learned to read by studying the rules of elocution, an}' more 
than we learn to talk or write correctly by studying grammar. 
The time to master the theory is after we have mastered the 
practice. But to be good teachers of the.'practice we must un-
derstand the philosophy. 
Hence the twenty-three admirable lessons on "How to read," 
scattered through the two highest books, will surely be 0 great 
help to the teachers and cannot possibly do any harm to the 
pupils. They are a most sensible exposition of the rules of elo-
cution. 
In conclusion, lest the liberty we have taken to express our-
selves upon points in regard to which a difference of opin-
ion is clearly allowable, and lest our faithfulness in pointing to 
a few things which appear to us as blemishes, may leave a wrong 
impression, we wish to repeat that the books give us-great satis-
faction. We cannot express our endorsement too strongly. 
Their methods, their tone, their suggestions, their illustrations, 
their grading, are superior. If denied the privilege of using 
these books in her school, it . will be a great advantl\ge to every 
teacher to have a set of them and to study them carefuliy. 
STALE BREAD. 
As an illustration of lhe ~ewn.ess of the news (?) which ~onthly journals 
furnish to their readers, especially in the Hoosier Slate, we present some of 
the items from the Indial.a School Journal, which has just come to hand 
(July 15.) It is announced that: . 
.. J. L. Pickard has rec;,ently been elected president of the Iowa Univer-
sity." . 
His election took place the 16th of last May, just one month before the 
appearance of the J mle 'number of . the Indiana JOI''7'al. 'rhe fact was 
widely and promptly announced through Ihe press. . 
.. T. C. H. Vance, editor of the Eel,elic r,ach,r, is a prominent candidate 
before the Democralic Convention in Kentucky, for State Superintendent." 
A fact that was announced in educational papers before the first of June. 
"R. W. · Stevenson, superintendent of the Columbus, q., schools, has been 
reelected for a term of two years." . 
A fact that took place the first week in June. 
"Prof. W. F. Phelps has resigned his position as editor·in·chief of THE 
EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. His successor has not yet been ·named." 
The new editorship was announced with all becoming prominence in the 
issue of the WEEKLY of June 27, a copy of whioh was promptly mailed to the 
Indiana School Journal. It is to be hoped that its readers will be informed 
by the middle of August. Surely it does not speak much for the enterprise 
of a journal to announce as news in July events which happened in Mayor 
June, and from two to four weeks before its June numher was issued; and to 
declare its ignorance of a fact which came into its possession at least two 
weeks before it went to press. Stale bread may be wholesome, but it is not. 
'a thing which people like to pay for. ~ 
We hope our readers .will appreciate our industry and exertion in present· 
ing them this week with an account of the proceedings of the American In-
stitute of Instruction, which did not adjourn untt! Friday of In.,t week,-an 
account as full and as early as any which appears in eastern weeklies. We 
expect, although we. cannot speak with certainty, to be able to lay before 
our readers some of the valuable papers read there, or full abstra~ts of theIP' 
-The Wayne county, Ia"institute opened July J5; the App.noose county 
' institute will open ~uly 22;" the Davis county some time in August. 
.TRUE ECONOMY IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
THE district school, to subserve its purpose, must be a common school where the rich and the poor meet together. It must be good enough for the 
rich, and is only thereby good enough for the poor. Who can . tell whether 
this or that child shall prosper, or both be alike good t The youth of all na-
tionalities, all faiths, all classes, must be fused together by the warm sympa· 
thies of childhood, drawn out in a common intellectual life. Only so can we 
escape" populace, a proletariat. A district school that is the barley loaf 
baked in the public oven for the poor, God ayert the folly that thinks that this 
will make citizens and not paupers! Such institutions are not more than . 
enough to answer the purposes of hypocrisy, and keep the disease well ." 
smothered in about the heart. Convulsion follows convulsion at the south. 
Why ? B~cause its states are not commonwealths, its children are not plants 
rooted in the same soil, and growing up into the same light. Our district 
schools at the north advance hesitatingly, with much labor. Why? First, 
because we are not willing to put money enougb into them, not money enough 
even to save what we do put into them. Our schools are too cheap. A little 
more cost might, in many instances, double and triple returns. It is this pur-
blind penuriousness with which we often deal with · ·the public school, that 
makes .it just to characterize our !audations of the system as the cant of liberty. 
At no point does the cry of taxes, hard earned taxes, more surely tell than at 
Ihis point. Hard earned taxes t Is the mon.ey any harder earn~d than that 
spent at the saloon on the next corner? Is it not hard earned because earned 
in ignorance? And, as hard earned, is it not to be spent wisely? We forge t 
that other taxes leave our labors unlightened, but that this tax enters into our 
very households, and turns for us one dollar into ten, into a hundred, in meet-
ing that first d"ty and chief delight of home, the education of our children. 
Analyze Ollr taxes, as the taxes of this city, and how often will we find that 
we are paying on some debt, whose parents were ignorance and fraud, as 
much as for our schools. In our city schools, where there is extravagance in 
buildings, it does not follow tIiat there is wise and uniform liberality in ad-
ministration. That an economy which impoverishes our schoois is as unnec-
essary as it is irrational, is seen in the habits of our people, their personal in· 
dulgences; in the mopey we put into houses of correction, prisons, asylums, 
all more or less directly the entail of ignorance; and in the cost of strikes, 
vicious legislation and domestic war, farther results of popular debasement. 
We are abundantly able to give our schools a thorough support, and SQ sup· 
ported they will steadily reduce in many directions our burdens of taxation. 
It is cheaper, as all experience shows, to educate a man than to maintain him 
as a lunatic, feed him as a pauper, imprison him as a criminal, or shoot him 
in insurrection. If there ' is any connection fixed in human society, it is this 
general relation between intelligence and good citizenship.-PrtSt. Jolin 
Bascom. 
NORMAL INSTITUTE WORK . 
TH E common schools are now all closed, or at least' they ought to be, and educational interests naturally center in the Normal Institutes. 
That the teacher of the common school has the gravest responsibilities resting 
upon her all will readt!y admit; but how much more responsible are the duties of 
him who assumes 10 instruct in the normal institute-the teacher of teachers. If it 
. is wrong for the humhlest teacher of a rural school to give imperfect explana- . 
tions of principles to her classes, it is criminal on the p~ of institute con. 
ductors. We may be disposed to throw the veil of charity over the inexpe. 
rienced and poorly paid teacher, but for the man who sets himself up as an 
instructor of the teachers without having first thoroughly prepared himself· fo r 
the work, we have nothing but words of condemnation, and 'in some cases 
even contempt. For our wearied 'te_achers to spend from three to five weeks 
of their summer vacation under the instruction of some venerable fossil of the 
Pedagogic Age is j,ln outrage which is only equaled by the employing of some 
young, superficial upstart to prate to them of methods of instruction of whose 
practicability he can know nothing, havmg never tried them. Both of these 
classes of conductors have been employed in some sections of our state here-
tofore to the great detriment of the cause; let us hope this year that couuty. 
superintendents will be exceedingly careful whom they engage. 
Our course of st~dy is suggestive of the most practical work, and in the 
hands of competent and energetic conductors it will be sure to accomplish un. 
told good; but no course of study, however carefully prepared, cal]. compen. 
sate for ignorance. or inexperience on the conductor's pait. We have only 
furnished the chart, but a .chart in itself cannot rnn the ship-it requires a 
skilled mapner to use it. Let as hope that such and only such will be em-
ployed. 
, 
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Let all needed preparation be made before the opening of the session so 
that the work of the institute may not be delayed. There is no reason why 
the regular exerpses should not commence as early as the afternoon of the 
. first day, at the farthest. A good start is much in any enterprise, but it is es-
pecially valuable in work of this kind. Let the work of the first d~y drag, 
and many who are undecided whether they ought to aitenli or not will come to 
a speedy conclusion and-stay away. But on the other hand, If it is apparent 
froni the very start that those who attend will be richly repaid, the doubting 
ories will enroll their names and the enthusiasm will be kept up throughout 
the entire session. . 
And don't ask every sleepy visitor to "say a word to the institute." To 
listen to a half hour's speech from one of these sleepy old drones on a hot 
August afternoon is too much for even the endurance of a school teacher. 
Tell the man who is anxious to explain his short-cut methods that he can have 
the use of the hall the half hour after the regular time of adjournment, to talk 
to such of the teachers as may wish to stay and listen to him, but that the time 
of the institute cannot be devoted to such work. Beware, also, of the itiner-
ant elocutionist; he considers the institute his lawful prey, and will be. sure to 
swoop down upon it. From the ranting elocutionist, the superannuated 
preacher, the supernumerary doctor or lawyer, and the mathematical tool. 
good Lord, deliver us:-Iowa Normal Monthly. 
ABSTRACT OF THE REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF ED-
UCATION 'FOR 1876. 
THE Co~miSsioner after alluding to the historical activity in connection with education that has cha'acterized the year, the effects of the finan-
cial depression impairing to sollie extent the efficiency of the schools, thc.fact 
that in many instances retrenchment has been sought first hi. the reduction of 
teachers' wages, the effect of the American system of education in harmoniz-
ing the opposing forces of capital and labor, the importance of universal ed-
ucation as the great safeguard of the Republic, and the distribution of respon-
sibility in th~ matter of education, proceeds to consider the subject of 
NATIONAL AID TO EDUCATION. 
The policy of extending aid to education by grants from' the General Gov-
ernment dates from a period anterior to the Ildoption of the Federal Consti-
tution. 
In 1785 Congress established "An ordinance for disposing of the lands in 
the Western Territory" which provided that "there sball be reserved the lot 
No. 16 of every township for the maintenance of public schools within the 
said township." 
Th~ same reservatioll. was made in the states northwest of the Ohio River 
by the ordinance of 1787, and in those south of Tennessee by the act of 1803. 
From that tim.e until 1848, on the organization of ~ach new territory, shnilar 
p~ovisions' were made for pub~c education. In 1848, on the orgabization of 
the Territory of Oregon, the quantity of l,,!,d reserved for the benefit of com-
mon schools was doubled; and to each new territory organized and state ad-
mi~ed since, except West Virginia, the s.ixteenth and thirty-sixth sections of 
every township, one eighteenth of the entire area, have been granted for com-
mon schools. 
To each state a?mitted into the Union since ll1-e year 1800, except Maine, 
Texas, and West Virginia, and to the territories of New Mexico, Utah, and 
Washington, have been granted two or more,townships of land to endow a 
university. The states that received more than two townships, or 46,080 
acres, are Ohio, 69,120 Ilcres; Florida IlDd Wisconsin, 92,120 acres each; and 
Minnesota, 82,640 acres. I 
l:1nder the act of 1862, granting lands to each state to endow colleges of 
aglicultuJ;e and the me~c arts, 9,600,000 acres more were given. 
The ltate of TeW, on heradinission into the Union, retained the title to her 
public land, and is consequently excepted from the grants to' eIld w common 
schoolsllDd universities; but she shared the benefits of the act endowing co _ 
leges of agriculture, receiving as her share land script, representing 180,000 
acres. 
There have heeD &!so special grllDts to institutions of learning of over 50,-
000 acres; and to the state of Tennessee 100,000 acres for two colleges and· 
100,000 acres for academies, ODe in each county, provided th:.t one thirty-
sixth of this grant shonld be fItIIerved for the p'urposes of common schools in 
the limits of the raer.ved tracts. 
There have beCIl granted to VIlrions states for the purpose of internal hn-
provement, 9,000,000 acres. Six ~Callifornia, Iowa, KIUlSU, Oregon, 
Nevad&, IlDd WlICOnsin-have set apart the proceeas of the sales· of these 
l&1l!ls for the benefit of free schools. 
At an early period Congress inaugurated the policy of granting a portion of 
the net proceeds of the sales of public lands to the several states in which they 
were situated. The whole amount paid to the several states from this source 
up to June 30,1874, was, $6,508,819.11. How much of this sum has been 
devoted to educational purposes has not yet been ascertamed, but the acts 
granting such proceeds to the states of Illinois, Florida,-Wisconsin, Iowa, Or-
egon, Kansas, Nebraska, and Nevada required tha~the whole or a portion 
thereof should be applied to these purposes. Those states have receiv~d a 
total of $1,764,439.34. 
Several of the states have devoted the net proceeds of the sales of swamp 
and saline lands to public education, but the amounts derived from these 
sources have not been generally. ascertained. The amount of swamp lands 
granted and patented to fourteen states from the date of the first grant to June 
30, 1876, is 47,802,271.16 acres. 
In 1836, $28,101,644.91 of surplus revenue were divided (subject to call by 
the General Governmemt) among twenty-six states, several of which have de-
voted a part or the whole of the income from this fund to public education. 
The General Government has also expended considerable sums in aid of 
colored schools, Indian schools, and for libraries, publications, and the promo-
tion of science. 
Following is the statement of the cost of maintaining the Miljtary Acade-
my at West Point up to June 30, 1871, and the Naval Academy at Annapolis 
up to June 30, 1876. The amounts cover all the expenditures from the date · 
of the organization: 
U. S. Military Academy, West Point ...•. 
U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis ....• • 
$6,801,482 73 
3,518,880 63 
RECAPITULATION. 
I.-Land grants. 
Sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections for common schools. 
Seminary lands. . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts; (notinc1udingany 
grant to Colorado, which is entitled to 90,000 acres.). . . 
Special grants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . 
Internal improvement grants, devoted to education in six states 
For common schools and academies in Tennessee, act April 18, 
1806 •.•••........ • . . . . ' .... . . 
Swamp and overflQwed lands bestowed on education by slate 
action so far as known. . • . 
For Indian schools in Mississippi. 
Total. , ... 
H.-Granls of Monty. 
Percentages of net proceeds of public lands. . . . . . . 
Surplus revenue, act of 1836, income of which can be used by 
Acres. 
67,983,9 14 
1,082,880 
9,600,000 
. 51,651 
3,000,000 
200,000 
states at their pleasure for education. . . . . . . . 
Schools for freedmen. • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 
For libraries and sundrY publications. . . . . . . • . . 
Indian schools, excluding all appropriations under treaty stip-
28,101,644 91 
3,711 ,225 47 
3.326.497 70 
ulations . . ............. . 
Umted States Military Academy, West Point . . 
United States Naval Academy, Annapolis. . . 
Total . . ....• . ' . 
OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE. 
'561,027 IS 
6,801,482 73 
3,518,880 63 
The work of the Office in the sbape of correspondence with educationists 
'has greatly augmented during the last year. The additional institutions re-
porting account chiefly for this increase, but it is also in a large degree due 
to the fact that people interested in educational problems are beginnmg more 
and more to write to the Office for information which may aid them in the so-
lution of these. 
LEGAL SCHOOL AGE. 
The diversity of legal school age in the several stafes and territories, the 
Commis,o;ioner remarks, should not be forgotten in any study of school statis-
tics. In one state it is 4-16; in three, 4-20; in four, 4-21; in two, 5-15; 
mone, 5-17; in two, 5":18; in four, 5-20; in ten, 5-21; in two, 6-16; in 
one instance (the District of Columbia) 6-17 ;- in four states, 6-18; in tbree, -
6-20; in ten 6-:u; in New Mexico, 7-18 j among the Cherokees, 7-21; 
among the Creeks 10-18. In eight instances the 'age of admission is 4; 
in nineteen it is 5; in twenty it is 6; in two it is 7; in one 10; or five differ: 
ent ages. The school period terminates at six different ages. ' These differ-
ences may be justified by local considerations, but it is necessary that, for 
purposes of comparison, there should be given in addition some uniform age 
with which to begin and end the comparison. I· 
SUMMARY OF SCHOOL STATISTICS. 
The Commissioner here presents "as full and accurate a statement of the. 
I public 'school work of the country as it is possible for the several stat~s and 
\ , 
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territories to give with their present methods of collecting statistics." The to-
tal school population in states and territories for 1876 is 14,306,158, against 
14,007,522 for .1875. The total enrollment for 1876 was 8,825,185, against 
8,756,659 for 1875. Ten states and five territories do not report the item of 
average daily attendance. The others give a total of 4,248,848. 
The Commissioner remarks in this connection: "After all tbe possible 
imperfections in these figures as a basis of consideration have been elimi· 
nated, it is clear tbat not far from one· fifth of our .youth wbo sbould be un· 
der instruction are continuously without it. How little benefit some may 
derive who areincluded among the enrolled will be seen wben it is remem· 
bered tbat in some cases tbose are reported wbo have been in the scbool a 
single day, and that as a rule, none are stricken from tbe enrollment wbo 
bave been in school a single week; and further, looking into the column of 
tbe average duration of scbool days in tbe several states, and tqe column of 
average attendance in tbose states able to report, our estimate of tbe culture 
attained is furth er reduced. Here is a subject for the reflection of tbose wbo 
believe tbat educators are over zealous, ano. are urgiug public education to a 
poiut beyond the demands of tbe country. Let tbem take tbis margin of two 
millions of untutored scbool population ill country and city, and followmg its 
several members through life, observe bow large a share of the idle, paupcr, 
vicious and criminal classes are recruited from it, or from among the number 
of cbildren who make tbe great diffen;nce between tbe total enroilment and 
the average attendance in the several states." 
THE KIND OF MEN WANTED. 
When men are wanted for great enterprises and high positions, men of 
settled cbaracter are selected. Wben emergencies arise bow swiftly and 
surely is the cbaff winnowed from the wheat. How quickly and contemptu· 
ously are tbe shallow rejected, and with what smiles are the men of fiXed and 
staple character chosen. Character is tbe criterion of people's choice. You 
may think yonr utter want of manliness does not burt yonr reputation in tbe 
community. Vice has its own signs and signals from wbicb you ca·nnot es· 
cape. ' Sin and meanness long indulged in have beralds of their own. There 
. are si;s and sbames which the world reads in the eye as plainly ~ if written 
in a book. If you are trifling and frivolous in conduct, tbe 'world will make 
note of it. But if no sucb depths as these have been sounded, if all that can 
be said is that you have no depth, be assured tbat the world will make note 
of it; and wben men ot strength are wanted you "ill not'be called. Men are 
wanted wbom we know always where to find on all moral questions; men 
wbo are positive forces in the community; men who know bow to say yes or 
no, and stick to it when in tbe right. How all tlse sinks into insignificance 
when sucb a character is considered, Many a noble young life has been 
stranded because of no settled purpose. It is mournful to think of the waste ,l 
energies, of tbe undirected powers, of the great blows struck but witbout ef. 
fect, of tbe keen blades wielded all in vain, of those wbo longed to do some· 
thing for God and hnmanity, on whose grave stone was carved the epitapb 
"Failure," becanse they had no settled purpo;;e. We must all in some respects 
be speCialists. Life is too sbort to be successful in all directions. To secure 
success there must be some central liking ; tbe influence of some sucb end 
set before tbe young life sends tbe life forward witb accumulating momentum. 
Without such a directing .course, life will be without order, and come to no 
definite r!.alization of its purpose, Wilhout this tbere will be no' pole star in 
the firmament, no light in tbe eye, no momentum and power.-From the Bac-
calaureate .Sermon 0/ Prest. Newton Batll1latt, Knox College. 
D, Lothrop & Co.'s Bostott Book Bulletitt, Number Tbree, contains a full 
list of tbe best books pUblished during tbe last quarter; useful to buyers as 
well as dealers. 
Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston" bave recently published Clarke's 'Reed Or-
ga,. Melodies, price $2.50 in boards, $3.00 in clotb. It contains about 200 
pages, and 120 pieces, all in true "Reed Organ" style, many of tbem "im' 
, ported," and consequently new bere. 
Tbe July.August number of the North American Review . contains tbe 
following articles: "The' f~ilure of Universal Suffrage," by Francis Parkman; 
"International Obligations of tbe United States," by William' Beacb Law-
rence, LL, D.; "An Advertisement for a New Religion," by a Positivist: 
"A Senator's Fidelity Vindicated," by Edward L . Pierce, the blograpber of 
Cbarles Sumner; "Tbe Position of tbe Jews in America," by Rabbi Gustav 
Gottbeil; ' "The Outlook," by Wendell Pbillips; "Debtor and Creditor," by 
R; P. Bland, M. C., 'and Henry V. Poor; "The Native Army of India," by 
Lieut. Gen. Sir Gamet Wolseley; "Contemporary ~iterature." For sale 
by, booksellers and newsdealers generally. 
LIST OF STATE AND TERRITORIAL SUPERINTENDENTS. 
Alabama, Montgomery: Leroy F. Box, Supt. Education. 
Arkamas, Little Rock: Geo. W. Hill, Supt. Pub. Inst. 
California, Sacramento: Ezra S. Carr, Supt. Pub. Inst. 
Connutieut, New Haven: B. G. Northrop, Sec. Bd. Ed. 
lJdaware, Smyrna: James H. G,roves, Supt. Free Schools. 
Florida, Tallahassee: W. H. Haisley, Supt, Pub.lnst, 
e,orgia, Atlanta: Guslavus J. Orr, Scbool, Commissioner. ' 
JlUnois, Springfield: S. M. Etter, Supt. Pub Inst. 
Indiana, Indianapolis, James H. Smart, Supt, Pub. Inst. 
Iowa, Des Moines: C. W. Von Coelln, Supt, Pub, Inst. 
Kansas, Topeka: Allen B. Lemmon, Supt. Pub. Inst. 
Kmtueky, Frankfort: H, A, M. Henderson. Supt. Pub. Inst, 
Louisiana. New Orleans: Robt. M. Lusher, Supt. Pub. Ed. 
Maine, Augusta: J. W. CortheU, Supt. Pub. Inst, 
Maryland, Baltimore: M. A, Newell, Supt. Pub. Inst. 
Massa,huSttls, Boslon: }. W, Dickinson, Sec. Bd. Ed . . 
Michigan, Lansing: Horace S. Tarbell, Supt. Pub, Inst. 
Minnesota, SI. Paul: David Burt, Supt. Pub. Inst. 
Mississippi, Jackson: Gen. 1. A. Smith, Supt, Pub, Ed. 
Missou,.i, Jefferson City: R. D, Shannon, Supt. Pub. Schools. 
Nebraska, Lincoln: S. R , Tbompson, Supt. Pub. Inst. 
Nevada, Carson CIty: S. P. Kelly, Supt Pub, Inst. 
New Hampshire, Concord: Cbas, A, Downs, Supt, Pub. Inst. 
New 7erStv, Trenton: Ellis A. Apgar, Supt. Pub, Inst. 
New York, Albany: Neil Gilmour, Supt. Pub. Inst. 
Nortl, Carolina, Raleigh: J. C. Scarborougb, Supt, Pub: Inst: 
Ohio, Columbus : J. J, Burns, Com. Common Scbools. 
O"egott, Salem: L. L, Rowland, Sup. Pub. Inst. 
Pmnsylvattia, Harrisburg: J. P. Wickersham, Supt. Pub. Inst . . 
Rhode Island, Providence: T. B. Stockwell, Com. Pub. Schools. 
South Carolina, Columbia: Hugh S. Thompson, Supt. Ed, 
Tmtt"su, Nashville : Leon Trousdale, Supt. Pub, Inst. 
Texas, Austin: 0, N. Hollingsworth, Sec, Bd. Ed, 
Vermont, Randolph: Edward Conant, Supt, Ed. 
Virginia, Richmond: W. H, Ruffner, Supt. Pub. Inst. 
West Va ., Wheeling: W, K. Pendleton, Gen, Supt. Free Schools. 
Wiseonsitt, Madison: Wm. C. Whitford, Su·)t. Pub". Inst, ' 
Col.rado, Denver: Joseph C. Shattuck, Supi. Pup, Inst. 
A",·.ona, Tuscon: J, S. Hoyt, Gov. and Ter, Supt. rub. In~t. 
lJakola, ,Elk Point: W. E. Calon, Territorial Supt. Pub. lnst • 
UT ,. lJ C {J. O. Wilson, Supt. White Stbools. 
yyaslltngtott, •• G. F. T. Cook, Supt. Colored. Schools. 
IdlJho, Boise City: Joseph Perrault, Territorial·Supt. Pub, Inst. 
M01llatta, Helena: C. Wright, Territorial Supt. Pub.lnst. 
Uta", Salt Lake City: O. H. Riggs, Ter. Supt. Dist. Scbools. 
Washington, Olympia: J. P . Jusdon; Ter. Supt. Dist. Schools. _ 
Wyoming, Cheyenne 'City: J. Slaughter, Ter, Supt. Dist. Schools, 
.-N. E. 70ur. 0/ Ed. 
THE WILL MAKES TH]!: WAY. 
It was a noble Roman, 
In Rome's imperial day, 
Wbo beard a coward croaker. 
Before the castle .ay: 
"Tbey're s!lfe in such a rorlress-
Tbere is no way to sbake it!" 
«cOn-on !" exclaimed the hero, 
"I'll find a way or make it!" 
Is fame your aspiration ? 
Her patb is steep and bigb, 
In vain he seeks ber tem"ple, 
Content to gaze and sigh; 
The. sbining tbr~ne is waiting, 
But he alone can take it 
Who says, with Roman firm'lless, 
"I'll find a way or make it!" 
Is. learning your ~mbition ? 
Tbere is no royal road; 
Alike the peer' and peasant 
Must climb tober abode; 
Who feels the thirst of knowledge, 
In Helicon may slake it, 
If he nas still tbe' Roman will 
To find a way or make it. 
Are ricbes wortb tbe getting? 
They must be bravely sougbt--; 
With wisbing and with fretting 
The boon cannot be 'bought; 
To all tbe 'prize is open, 
But only be can take it, 
Who says with Roman courage, 
"I'll find a way or make ~t \" 
-JD"" G. -Saxe. 
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NOTES BY THE WAY. 
THE American Institute of Instruction is as evidently a New England in-stitution as are the brown bread and beans that ushered in our lirst Sun-
day breakfast in Yankeedom. Like them, it is unusually g lod of its kind. 
So hearty is the welcome given to us outsiders that we almost imagine we, too, 
are to the manor born, though we are but a Sucker from the old Knickerbock-
er stock. 
Prest .. Bicknell is a tall,' line looking man, so tall, indeed, that"his head has 
grown beyond the reach of most of hIS hair; full of nerve and lire, yet good 
natured withal, quick to see a joke, and as qUick, when he does see it, to 
throw back his head and laugh in a hearty, school boy way. His opening 
address was capital, containing sound wisdom as well as keen wit. Among 
- other thin~ he emphasized, as has been done in every similar address I have 
heard dunng the past three years, was the necessity 01 thorough supervision 
of schools. This subject seems to be e!lgaging the best thoughts of the best 
educators East as well as West. The very able paper of Secretary Dickinson, 
who is doing for Massachusetts the work which, for so many yeras, Newton 
Bateman did for Illinois, was devoted to this tOPIC, and was the ablest expo-
sition of the philosophy of supervisIon we have ever heard. The discussion 
on the so-called "Natural Method" of teaching ancient and modern lan-
guages struck out sparks in every direction_ Its great apostle, Prof. Sauveur, 
presented its clai!"s hims~lf. He is the very embodiment of enthusiasm, and . 
presented the claIms of hIS method in what seemed to be a perfect torrent of 
eloquence, but in such broken English that most of his audience could un~ 
derstand little of his address except what, by the frequent recurrence of the 
words expressing it, was impressed upon them-his idea that "my method" is 
the only method of the slightest value-that all the others are utter failures. 
Prol. Greene, of Brown University, followed, and in the most courteous kind-
ly manner, took occasion to dissent from some of the sweeping assertions of 
Prof. Sauveur. But neither his courtesy, nor the venerable appearance of 
Prof. Gree\le,. nor yet the spirit of politeness which is supposed to inhere 
. i~ every .Frenchman could, or did, prevent Prof. ~auveur from interrupting 
hlm.contt~lU:,lIy. He was a regular ~rtesian well, utterly irrepressible, until 
the 1\"so~lalton by a vote requested hIm to keep still and allow Prof. Greene 
to limsh 10 peace. Several, other gentlemen fotlowed, dealing some heavy 
blows to the new method. 
There are about 2,000 in attendance on tbe Institute, and the array of talent 
~airly takes away one's breath. The exercises of a single evening, Tuesday, 
mc1uded short ~ddresses from Gov. Prescott, N. H., who made the address of 
welcome, State Superintendents Corthell of Maine, Downs of N. H . Conant 
Yt.,.Dickinson, ~ass., New~ll! Md., Com. Eaton, Juhn Hancock, Presiden: 
Naltonal Educal10nal ASSOCIatIon, and Tenetaro Megata, Com. of Education 
from Jap~n, who, by the way, made one of the best .peeches of the evening. 
- Into thIS four days' feast are crow.ded so many good things, it is impossible 
even to name them all, much less gIVe the flavor of each. One of the most 
noticeable papers is that of Dr. Warren, Prest. of Boston University on 
"Joint and Disjoint Education," one of the most" .,.ble pleas for co.educa-
tion from the kindergarten up through the University, we bave ever heard. 
He was ably seconded by Rev. A. D. Mayo, who has a wonderful knack of 
talkiJlg common sense upon school matters. 
o Political Education in Schools was very ably bandIed by W. A. Mowry, of 
Providence, followed by Gen. Eaton, Dr. Miner, and others. 
".Examination of Teachers and "Schools," discussed by Supt. Corthell, of 
Mame, Prof. Hagar of Mass. Normal School, and others, elicited much in· 
terest. 
Prof. ~utterfield illustrated his "Visible Speech," sbowing its adaptation to 
~e tea~bmg?f deaf mutes, to the learning of foreigu languages-indeed, made 
It seem a umversallangua~e. 
Dr. Marsh's paper upon the Present Condition of tbe Spelling Reform was 
able and schoillfly, showing deep digging down to the roots of o.ur Enghsh 
tongue. . 
[It seems that a lR~g~party ascended Mt. Washington, Wednesdayp. M. A 
page probably descnbmg the ascent unfortunately did not come with the 
rest. With t~is omi~ion the "notes" continue as below.-Ed. Weekly.] 
. The moo~hght, whIch upon the programme was coupled with this excu,"-
Ion, was entIrely obscured by clouds and fog, the wind blew at the rate of 
forty·live miles an hour, and occasional lightnings darted through the sky. 
We were to have returned at elev~n o'cloc~, but it was not thought safe to 
~ave the cars.l~o down, so we remamed all n~gltt. But our meeting was held 
m the parlor IOstead?f upon the rocks outsIde. The following resolutions, 
prepared by a commIttee of whIch Gen. Eaton was chairman and Prest E 
E. White Secretary, were unanimously adopted. ' ' . . 
RtIO!vt"., 1St. T~at the possession b>: the c~i1d of. a nature susceptible of 
education 1S conclUSIve proof of the chIld's nght to an education' and the 
child's filtht to an ed~cation i~ proof th,,:t i~ is some ~ne's duty to p:ovide it. 
• 2~. Tllat ~very chtld born IDtO o~ enJoym.g American citizenship . has the 
mahenable nght to such an educatIon as WIll prepare him to meet its duties ~ 
and obliga tions, and to secure Ihis right to the child the entire property of 
the state is under mortgage, and it is the bounden dUly of those entrusted 
wilh the administration of its government to recognize and meet these obliga-
tions. . 
3d; That inasmuch as it is tbe imperative duty and paramount interest of 
the state to provide education for all its citizens, it is, as a consequence the 
right of the s.tate to see to it that the necessary education thus provided be 
universally enjoyed. . . 
\ 4th. 'Fhat a '!ate.has a right to demand of its rulers that they be so edu-
cate~ ~hat they may. he . qualified t'? gove,:" wisely ~or the , development of 
every mteresttollchlng Its morals, Its happmess, and Its prosperity, and that in 
free government, where the p;ople are the rulers, the state has .& ~upreme . 
right to exact the education of all who are born into the management of its 
affairs. 
sth. That the early' recognition of these fundamental principles by the 
people of New England places the states under sacred obligation 10 see that 
they are ever effectually defended, and we, as educators on this occasion as rar~ as our present standp?int is elevated, do hereby pl~dge ourselves to fue 
malOtenance of our .Amencan system of p'ublic education in its integnty. 
6th. That we b.eheve ~bat th~ cause of univers,,:1 education so wisely com-
mended by Washmgton IS as Impregnable as thIS granite mountain whicn 
bears his name. 
At sunrise next morning the fog was still so dense that we' could not see 
Ihree feet through it, and we feared that we must leave Mt. Washington with-
~ut a sig~t of its glories. Bul as we sat !n the cars waiting for our queer 
httle engtne to fire up, suddenly the fog hfted and disclosed such a glorious 
view, both landscape and skyscape, as our eyes never rested on before. 
Spontaneously the gazers ~truck up the strains of grand Old Hundred, uPraise 
God from whom all bless10gs flow." Deep silence followed its conclusion 
broken at length by the voice of President Bicknell repeating reverentially: 
"0 come, let us kneel before the Lord our Ma~er," and it seemed the appro-
pnale language of each heart. The whole nde down the mountain was a 
revelation of such beauty and grandeur as I had believed could be found no-
where this side Ihe Celestial City, "which hath foundations." 
We reached Fabyan's . in time for the 9 o'clock opening excercises, and 
found the programme sull full of good things-"Professional Schools for 
Teachers," ably represented by Larkin Dunton, Principal of Boston Normal 
School, and others; "The Telephone and Microphone," illustrated by Prof. 
Dolbear, of Tufts College; "Kindergartens,'-' by Mrs. Kraus-Boelte' "Educa-
tion and Labor," substituted by requeSt for the paper upon "The 'Americat). 
Methods of Teaching," by Prest. White, of Purdue University, Indiana, and 
many other good things too numerous to mention. 
Thursday evening, Hon. George B: Loring, of. Salem, Mass., delivered a 
most scholarly, sensible, and practical address upon "Methods and Objects of 
American Education." Various readers and musicians have contributed to 
!he pleasur~ of the .Ins~itute, and throughout all there has not been a single 
Jar. The hIghest praIse IS due to the officers of the Institute for their admir-
able planning and executing. Scarcely less belongs to the proprieters of the 
F~byan House. It seems a perfect miracle that such an Association could 
have been held outside of a large ciry and accommodated better than our 
State Association, which numbers only about one· fourth as many, usually is. 
All the hotels have done their share in contributing to this result, and their 
gue~ts carry ~way only the. very pleasant est memories of their stay in the 
While Mountams. The election of officers for next year resulted in the choice 
of I. N. Carlton, of Connecticut, as President, Mr. Bicknell reiusing reelection. 
- MARY ALLEN WEST. 
Faoyan's N. H., July 12, 1878. 
ADVIGE TO YOUNG WRITERS. 
[From W. A. Smith's Address before the Tennessee Press Association. ] 
Write upon pages of a single size, 
Cross all your t's and neally dot your i's. 
J On one side only let your lines be seen-
Both sides filled up announce a verdant green. 
Correct-yes,.recorrect all that you write, 
And let your 10k be black, your paper white, 
For spongy foolscap of" a mUddy blue 
Betrays a mind of the same dismal hue. 
Punctuate carefully; for on this score 
Nothing proclaims the practical writer more. 
Then send it off, and, lest it merit lack; 
Inclose a postage stamp to send it back; 
.But first pay all th'e postage on it too; 
For editors look black on six cents due, 
And mUrmur as they run the effusion o'er, 
"A shabby fellow and a wretcbed bore I" 
. Yet ere it goes, take off a copy clean-
Poets should own a copying-machine; _ 
Little they know the time that's spent, and care, 
In hunting verses vanished-who knows where? 
Bear Ihis in mind, observe it to the end, 
And you shall make the editor your friend. 
It i. the best, if not not the only, means of awakening teachers to the re-
~nsi~i1ity of their vocation, and of creating public opinion in favor of proper 
education. The success of my school is owing very largely to hints and sug-
gestions-recieved-from-tbe-WWKLv. Your paper is invaluable tome.-Prin. 
A. G. Gumatr, Salint, Mien. 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, published ill Chicago, is invariably full of 
int~estin~ matter, not only of interest and practical use to the teacher, but to 
any tntelhgent.master who cares ,for the prosperity of our public schools.-
Brainard's Musical World. . . 
I like the WEEKLY very mucb. Each week it seems to me better than be-
f?r~. It. is tbe very thing for youlI!' teac;hers, who are just entering upon 
hfe s dutIes. The column of "Practical Hmts and Exercises" is well selected. 
- V. W. Pyta/I, App/tlon City, Mo. . I 
The journal is of incalculable value to the educational economy of ~ur 
country.-Proj. A. S. L01IttllJus/" Ttxas, . .Ky. 
-. 
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THE STATES. 
OHIO. 
-The salaries of teachers' in Toledo have been severely cut· The com-
mittee of the School Board which arranged the new schedule, uses the singu. 
larly unreasonable argument that teachers oughtn't to complain oftbis retrench. 
ment, because among other effects of the " hard times," laboring men with 
large families are glad to,work for $1.00 to $1.25 a day. It would probably be 
useless to inform people who employ such argument, that brains have a some· 
what higher value than street ~Iea~i.ng or digging powers. and that Ihe abili· 
. ty to instruct in a thoroug~ and mspmng manne~, from twenty to forty. children 
every day, is a work as Important ~ any which the world kn!'ws;-and a 
work which deserves the fullest poss.lble reward. It must be said that teach-
ers are a patient race. (he ~um ~hlch Toled~ proposes to pay expe ienced 
teachers of seven years servIce m the schools Is-$475 a year !-N. Y. Tri-
bune; 
_Institutes and instructors in this state,!" follows: July 15, Canfield, H . 
M. Parker; July 16, Rock Creek, A. H. Tuttle; July 22, West Union, AI· 
ston Ellis; July 25, Warren, E. F. Moulton,; July 29, Middleport, J. W. 
Dowd, E . H. Cook; Pomeroy, T. C. Flanegm; August 12, Athens, E . H. 
Cook ' Eaton L. D. Brown, Alston Eilts ; Fmdlay, J. W. Dowd' Burling-
ton H. M . P~rker; Mt. Healthy, L. A. Knight) Wapakoneta, C. W. Wil· 
lia';'s ' Bellaire, Eli T. Tappan ; Augu~t 26, Hamilton, Alston Ellis; Circle-
ville 'N. H. Lewis, M. C. Campbell; PortSmouth, A. M. Friesner; Ironton 
Joh; Hammon~, Jesse Wilson ; Smithfield, Eli T. Tappan. ' 
INDIANA. 
-L. M. Crist will conduct an institute at Liberty, co.mmencing A'ugust 26. 
_ Two Peru teachers, Misses Goodrich and Smead, were robbed of money 
and other valuables, while absent from their room attending the high school 
commencement in that place. ' , 
-The fourth annual session of the Wayne county normal institute will be 
held at Centerville, commencing July 15, and continuing five weeks. The 
regular county institute will occupy the fifth week-from Aug. 12 to 16 in· 
elusive. For further informatipn address J. C. McPherson, county superin-
endent, at Richmond. 
_Prof. Elisha Ballantyne, who. for a long term of years has been professor 
of ancient languages in th~ State. University a! Blo~~ington, has resigned 
that position on account of mcreasmg years and mfirmlties. 
-Eli Jay, M. A., has been 'appointed I?rofessor of mathematics at Earlham 
College, vice Wm. A. Moore, M. S., reured. . 
_Principal Goff, of the I:-aporte High ~choo.l, has resigne.d and takes the 
principalship of Kenosha HIgh School, Wlsconsm .. , F. G. BlIss, of Jackson, 
Mich., a "graduate of Michigan University, takes th<; place. 
-Prof. M. L. Moody, of Fort Wayne, has been elected superintendent of 
the Hartford City public schools for the coming year. 
_Professor W. H. Cain, president of the Normal Institute at Sullivan, has 
been selected as superintendent of the public schools at Carlisle. 
-Mr; Henry Domer, for severnl years a teacher in the Goshen schools, 
has accepted the superintendency of the schools at Dunkirk, Ohio. 
-Supt. Williams; of Rochester, was recently married to Miss Rosa Brack-
ett. 
-Supt Wi).sQn reports fr9m Cass county, for the year ending with May, 
1878. Number of lPa.Je _ tea~ers licensed for -two years, 10; one and a half, 
II • one year, 35; six months, 46 ; total, 102. Females for two years, 4; on~ and a half, 4; one year, 32; six months, 38; total, 78. Licensed teach-
ers in the county, ISo; applicants rejected, 142• 
IOWA, 
-Supt. McNaughton's salary at Cedar Falls has been increased to $ [,600. 
-W. W. Wylie leaves Lyons for Bozeman, Montana, at an increased sal-
ary. Smith, of Bellevue, succeeds him at Ly~ms. 
-Prin. Z. T. Hawk, six years principal of the Denison schools, ' takes the 
superintendency of Crawford county. He is succeeded by Prin. C. C. Cham· 
berlain. . 
-The board of directors of the State Normal School report it in a very 
flourishing condition. Prin. Gilchrist and Profs. Bartlett and Wright have 
been unanimously reelected. 
-A live school man ;rites us a postal on which he says: "Too many 
text-books! Why 6 Readers when 4 will do? Why a 4-book series of Geog-
raphies when 2 will do? Why more than 2 bOoks of Arithmetic?" Will ' 
some one come to our relief? 
- ·W . E . Parker conducts an interesting educational column in the Inde-
pendence Conservative. 
-At a-meeting of the board of directors of the public schools of Indepen-
dence, June 28, [878, the following teachers were elected for the full term 
commencing Sept. 2, 1878, and assigned positions as follows : Miss,L. C. Par-
ker, Ass'tin Grammar room, east side; Miss M. R.Johnson, 1st Intermediate, 
east side; Miss L. Sherwood, 2d Primary, east side ; Miss Ella Jones, 1st Pri-
mary, east side; Mr. M. Booth, Prin. Grammar room, west side; Miss R. Ca-
rey, 2d Intermediate, w,est side; Miss C. Bartle, 1st Intermediate, west side; 
Mrs. N. E. Hasner, 2d Primary, west side; MISS M. A. Durham, 1St Primary, 
west Side; Miss S. L. Angel, Prin. High Sch!'ol; Mrs. J . M. Weart, Primary 
in Wilcox School. 
MICH[GAN. 
-Examinations for State certificates will be held at Blair, the week begin. 
ning July 15; at Hastings, the week beginning August 5; at Lincoln, the 
week beginning August [2. Two grades of certificates, first and second, Will 
be given at these examinations. 
, -A Teachers' Institute will be held at Big Rapids for Mecosta and adjoin-
ing counties, beginning August 26 and continuing one week. 
-The eighth annual graduating exercises of the Three Rivers high school 
occurred June 21. The success of the class and the efficient services of Prin· 
cipal Baker are spoken of at length in the local paper . 
-The trustees of Albion College have begun the work of endowing a pro-
fessurship of natural sciences with a fund of $20,000. Mrs. Osband has re-
signed. Professor Havemann has been appointed her successor as professor 
of modern languages. -
-According to the new order of things in the UniversitY, Dr. Angell's sal-
ary is reduced $750 per annum, Dr. Frieze's $100, all other full professors for 
the college year $300, dentals $200, laws $[ 50, assistants in literary depart-
ment $200, instructors $[00, while librarian. Davis, Vaughan , Stowell, ,md one 
or two minor employes are fixed as before. Miss Reed has had an addition 
of $ [50, and Miss }<'arrand $[00. The assistant professorship in Greek has 
been abolished, and provisions made for an instructor, thus saving $700 per 
year. Mr. Pettee has been left out, and in accordance with the action of the 
last Legislature, provision made for ayrofessor of geology at $2,000 per 
annum. -
-Professor Hewitt, of Lake Forest (TIl.) University, has been off erred the 
Latin chair in Olivet College. Mr. Hewitt acted as president of this institu'-
tion for three years, and has been a member of the faculty of Lake Forest 
University since the institution was organized, two years ago. _ 
-Principal McDougall, of the Kalamazoo high school for the past year, 
has been elected to a similar place in Princeton, Ill., at a salary of $[,400. 
-Supt. Ashbagh, of Jonesville, resigns, and will study law. 
-Flint loses a valued principal on account of reduction of salary. 
-The Romeo teachers have had salaries reduced thirteen per cent. 
...:...MI'l!' Nellie Hook, formerly manager of a Kindergarten in Detroit, and 
teacher ID the German-American seminary, died at her residence in Detroit, 
recently. 
WISCONSIN. 
-W. H . DeMotte-has been unanimously ~eelected principal of -the Deaf 
and Dumb Institute I!-t Delavan. The office of Steward has been abolished. 
Mr. W. J. Fuller, of Geneva Lake, a graduate of the Slate University class of 
1878, was elected a teacher m the Institute. ' -
TENNESSEE. 
":"'A convention of the educators of the Southern Stat~, for the purpose of 
organizing a Southern Educational A,ssociation, "rill be held at Chattanooga, 
August 6,7,8, 1868. "All persons east, west, north, and south, who are In 
favor ~f a broad system of free schools, and who are opposed to ignorance 
and cnme,. are urgently called upon to summon every effort within their power 
to make thIS the largest and most important educational gathering that ever 
assembled in the south." 
MISSOURI. 
-State Sup!. R. D. Shannon's administration was h;artily endorsed by the 
State Tea~hers' Association in session at Carthage, June 28. His reelection 
was unantmouslr recommended by the Association. Prof. C. H . Duchcr 
,!as el~cted pre&l~ent of th~ Association for the coming year. The next ses-
&lon will be held ID Sl'. LoUIS. 
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SCHOOL ECONOMY.-VI. 
H. B. BUCKHAM. 
School Marks in Gmerti/. 
. I AM moved to add a few words more :,bout marks. It is a subject on which 
scarcely two agree, .and each one is very apt to think his own way of 
making and using them the best. While I think they may be useful, per-
haps necessary, in most schools and for ordinary school purposes, their use In 
some other directions is open to just criticism. 
Marks are not a panacea for all the ills of schools and classes, ahd it is very 
easy to extend their legitimate application till they become little short of 
tempters to much evil and instruments of great injustice. Want of judgment 
and lack of watchfulness malte them more dangerous than the indiscriminate 
use of the rod. When used for any personal end, they are the worst and the 
most inexcusable species of school tyranny. This danger is the first point I 
call attention to; the danger, namely, of allowing feeling to influence judg-
ment. We are variously affected by the behavior and ability of students ; 
we sympathize both with those who are dull and work hard, and ' with ihose 
who are quick and ambitious to lead a class. We can scarcely se.e two ani-
mals fighting without ta\i:ing sides, and our feelings 'are almost certain to lead 
us to hope, or at least to prefer, tbat one ?f two rivals in a class shall come 
out a little ahead. I venture to say that this is more likely fo be true if any 
special honor, or a prize, depends on marks. The very fact of having it in 
our power to decide an evenly contested case of scholarship, while- it should 
make us more careful and exact in our judgment, inclines us sometimes to foOl' 
low our wishes so far as to make slight allowances and concessions which all 
might say involve no wrong in the case of one who at best stands only fair in 
the class; a"d the same fact also sometimes inclines us to 'be so severe in our 
decisions regarding the merits of ~ivals that they come to bevzgainst the most 
deserving, or against one at least equally deserving with others, lest some one 
should say that partiality must have been ,shown. It would be as uncharitable 
as it would be unjust to say that teachers would intentionally or co~sciously 
allow this influence of feeling, but I think w'e can, most of us, recall instances 
in which only something of this sort could explain results to us. 
Another danger is the tendency to , change the object of effort and strife 
from knowledge to marks. It is no uncommon thing for us to substitute signs 
for realities; it is very common to be satisfied with symbols in place of snb· 
stances. If any school makes great parade of records, and makes much of 
slight fractional differences, depending on items whose effect in the calculus shows 
to a common observer only an analysis little shert of wonderful, it is a naiural 
result that great strife will gather a~ut these minute differences,. and they 
will be magnified into an importance a hundred· fold beyond their' intrinsic 
merit. The mischief of this, especially iii higher classes where it is most 
likely to prevail, is very ~eat. It is true that minute differences of standing 
may show minute but real differences of scholarship; they will do this, if the 
same care is taken in discriminating nicely between points of knowledge hy 
those who make records, as must he taken ·in acquiring them by those who 
thus assert their superiority. They are, however, much more likely in gen-
eral to 'show a~ accidental result in marks of what bas been carelessly and 
without discriminatiQn r~corded from time to lim"e'in crass; too often, they 
have no real significance at all, and would mean just as much if, without any 
c~ang,e of merit-or even any further test of merit, they were transferred from 
one pupil to another. When a class of students comes to contend with a 
teacher for the allowance of an.additional fraction on some lesson, or some exam-
ination paper, or to complain of unfaimess solely or mainly on tIie ground 
tliat sgine rival is marked a little higher, or boldly to make commotion in a 
same. Students say, "Such a one's perfect mark does not mean half as much 
as such another's; I would rather have nine from X than ten from Y." So 
that if one tells me his standing in such a school or on such a subject is per· 
fect, I want to k,!ow the persons who did the marking before I know the 
student's merit as a scholar. The grammars give. us three degrees of compari-
son; but any common adjective is made to express an infinite number of de· 
grees of quality by the way in which it is used, "splendid" or "good" stand-
i ng for no more precise characteristic than is represented by a person's ex-
actness in the use of the words. The same is true of school IT arks; a perfect 
record means little or much according to the person who makes it; a half 
mark from some means more than a perfect mark from others. I cannot help 
'thinking, from some experience in such matters, that numerical records are a 
poor criterion by which to award prizes and honorS. A gold medal is at 
stake, or a star, or any form of schoQl honor, an election to the Phi Beta K .. ppa 
society if you please. - They are 'generally awarded on marks for scholarship, 
the object heing, of course, to honor the most deserving. This should take 
into account both learning and character; learning, as shown in reCitations, ' 
may be marked, but the spirit with which learning is acquired, and the tone 
and quality of it when acquired, cannot be marked, and these are more valu-
able than the quantity and the markav/e. quality are, by far. Personal char· 
acter cannot be put down in figures; we cannot speak of a ninety-five per 
cent man, or an eiglity-six per cent; we should all deeIine to be rated by such 
a measure, and if these honors are to go for marks, it should be u9derstood, 
as it is understood, that they do not always go to the most deservmg even for 
scholaTship, for the best elements in scholarship. like traits of character, elude 
the per cent method of record. ' Teachers all know that the power to appre-
ciate and 'to use knowledge, the receptive and inqllisitive and truthful attitude 
of mind, which a student may show, declare a merit as they manifest a prom-
ise which may not deserve the highest present mark, though they surely 
point to the greatest future progress and usefulness. A better and safer way, 
and one certainly ,more complimentary to the persons concerned, is for the 
teacher, • refreshing his memory by any marks h~ has made, to .ask himself 
which one oftluse s/udmts,taking intoaccounlall I know ojtltem, ismoslworlhy 
of this medal? The only practical difficulty in this way would be that the 
students would need to take a teacber's, or a faculty's judgment in place 01 
sp.,ecific numerical statements, in which the highest might differ from the next 
in rank by some very small fraction of one per cent. W.e sometimes need to 
say that notwithstanding this slight difference of marks against A, he deserves 
the honors ofthe clallS for those slight differences in his favor which, though they 
are real and positive, no system of marks can adequately recognize. We are 
sometimes compelled to admit that, with all our care in marking, the result is 
not just what it ought to be, and the pupil whom the unanimous judgmmt Of 
a faculty would assign to the second or to the third place comes ouf first, and 
we are tempted to qualify the award with a saving clause, wliich is at least a 
half apology for the way in which records are kept. 
It seems clear to me that a system of numerical recordS becomes less useful 
and proper, indeed more nearly ridiculous and belittling, to all parties, as 
students advance to higber classes. Surely colleges might forego them alto· 
gether, and college. students might be above them. So might and should nor-
mal schools in which, if anywhere, students have the spirit of students and 
look for more substantial honors than the ditTerenc~- between n.inety-four and 
seven-tenths per cent and ninety. five per cent, for a yearly ' average of lessons. 
In the school in which I teac\;l, we have discarded numbers and per cents, 
and · so far with satisfactory results. . They are a piece of school machinery 
which real students, of age approaching maturity, do not need, and for such stu. 
dents a higher ideal of excellence and a better principle of study is to get 
knowledge for its practical uses and for its effect on character, and those we 
might all tum to tI:ie. best account in our own schools. 
school on the alleglltion that he ought to have been marked as liigh as sn~h -The following items of school attendance for the school years ending 
another, and endeavors to make partisan friends .among class·mates or ' ev~n June 30'~ 1877, and June 3D,' 1878, wilt appear in the forthcoming annu~ re-
among teachers-and all these things are happening continually-itis"time ,to~ . pott..!!LAl.&t!>Jl.Ellis,_Superintendept of the Hamilton, Ohio, public schools: 
consider whether marks for scholarship have not so far vacated their original 1877; 1878. 
function as to have no longer any rightful place in school at all. I repeat Whole number enrolled. . . . . • • . • • • • . • 1,762 1,907 
that the mischid of such contention about marks is very great. I say nothing Average daily attendance. • . . • . . • . . • . . 1,345 1,48 I 
f d . d d - . Number of cases of tardiness. . . • • . . • . • • . • . 2,0,10, 1,790 now a the deception an trickery an ownright lying to wilich they often Cost of tuition per pupil based on daily" "attendance ..••. $15.10, $13.90 
lead; I only say that in good schools the tendency is to work for marks rather Per cent O,f daily attendance on the whole number enrolled. 76.3 77.6 
than for knowledge, and this leac!s, directly and- llatufal\y, to a false estimatef Nuinber enrolled in German English classes. . . • . . . 710, 752 
of marks and to a false and injurious standard of ~th merit and honor" in a Number enrolled in colored school. . . . . • . • . • . 53. 59 
school. 
Another point I raise is that scarcely any two teacllen' DlJU'ks mean the 
"...Cliarle'S"S. Smart, late State. €ommissioner of Common Schools, of Ohio, 
is now state agent for the' Equitable Life Insurance Company in ' Michigan. 
~JU~lY=I=8'=1=87=8]=_ ===========T==h=e=E=d=u=c=a~ti=~=na=1=VV==e=e=k~~~.==============~3_6_5 
Not~ specially any marked paragraph. 
MEMBERSHIP 
l~ TilE 
AMERICAN METRIC BUREAU. 
General 01lice, 7 ILn~ 8; 32 Da,vley St., Do.tou. 
In answer to Irequt11t inquirIes, for rtference o.f mtmbera, and to call 
attention t8here needed in/ormation i, not u'ven loith appU,catiou,. 
Eligibility. - Any person, firm, organization, or periodical 
sympathizing with our object, the introduction of the intcrna-
tional weights and measures, may, on application with required 
fee, be enrolled on the list of members, and entitled to nil the 
rights nnd privileges, the election being subject to ratification 
nt the next meeting of the Executive Board. There arc no 
qualifications of nge or residence. • _ 
Privileges. - In addition to the ordinary rights of voting on 
all qucstions, nnd attendance at all meetings, public or private, 
each member will receive from time to time, suggestions for work 
in his own section, reports of experience in other places, and 
other matter of practical value. In attending meetings and 
conventions, members only have the privilege of reduced rates. 
Members also receive, without charge, and as fast as issued: 
(1.) Each number of the monthly Bulletin of the Bureau 
containing everything of special interest to friends of the system: 
This is essential to all actively interested, as it groups together 
snggestions and information from all sections of the world. 
Each issue contains 16 pages, closely. printed. Those not mem-
bers pay $l.00 per year, which is less than cost. 
(2.) All metric publications. By special arrangement with 
the publishers of the best books, charts, etc., enough extra 
copies are printed to give one to each member. These arc 
only of nominal cost to the Bureau, but could not be obtained 
elsewhere for the amount of fees. Many pay for previous years 
as the cheapest way of getting publications necessary to thor-
ough students of the system. 'Vhile members have thus full 
returns for money contributed, the Bureau, because of the 
liberality of the publishers and authors furnishing the publi-
cations, has the aid of the assessments. 
If the annual dues are paid, pu1>lications are delivered at the 
office, or are mailed on receipt of postage, or expressed, if so 
ordered, without charge for packing or mailing. 
(3.) Through the Trustees of the Sinking Fund, subscribed 
as a conditional loan for the distribution of metric articles 
members are entitled to buy for their individual nse or to giv~ 
away, any. weights, measures, apparatus, or publications, at 
dealers' pflces, 10 per cent. less than the half or Bureau prices. 
In many cases, this discount amounts to more than the annual 
assessments, so that membership is economy. . 
Duties. - There are no reqnired duties, but each member is 
supposed to feel an added interest in the work that will lead 
him to do all he can to advance it. We expect any infor-
mation or suggestion · of service to other workers to be sent 
promptly to the secretary, to be combined with similar matter 
from other sources, and be briefed for the o!llcial Bullctin. 
The mor~ active the cooperation, the better; but those who 
sympathize with the work, but arc unable to give any time 
or actual service, should all the more contribute the inJIuence 
ox their name and · thcir slight annual fee, with such additional 
pecuniary support as they are able to give. 
Expense. - There is no fee for joining, but each member 
pays each year such sum, never exceeding $5.00, as the Board 
finds nccessary for current expenses. The main dependence 
for support is on lifo and honorary memberships, Issued at 
$50.00 and $25;00 eRch, and on gifts. All who can, are urged 
.. to make such gifts, and to take the memberships, which free 
.from annual nase~sments. As the .interest on the $25.00 or 
$50.00 is less than the average annual fee, some prefer thus to 
pay in advance. Such payments aro doubly valuable to the 
Bureau. It is hoped that receipts from these sources will keep 
the required asse~sment very l.ow, the design being to avoid 
pecuni.ary objections to membership. 
For the present, the demands made upon the society are 80 
much- in excess· of -ability to meetr them, that the Board has 
decided to call for the.full $5.00 per7"ear. Most of our active 
members, knowing how much we accomplish with the money, 
will be willing to make some little. sacrifice, if necessary, in 
order that the work may not· be crippled at this critical time, 
when early and complete success seems assured. 
Associate Membership. - For those unwilling, for any 
reason, t9 incur the expense of full memberahip, which is-.DO"lo, 
and may continue to be, $5.00 each year, this is provided at 
$3.00 per year. Associates have the same rights, except voting 
on the expenditure of money, and purchasing from the Supply 
Department at dealers' rates. They arc also li~ited in the publi-
cations received from the Bureau, without charge, to $8.00 at 
regular rates, each year. They receive the Bulletin, and not 
to exceed $2.00 in other publications. The fairness and neces-
sity of these limitations will be apparent. 
Subscribing Meqlbership. - For those in hearty sym-
pathy with the work, but so situated that they can incur no ex-
pense, this is provided, without fees or dues, except the subscrip-
tion to the Bulletin of $1.00 per year, or 8 cents a number. They 
have the same rights as other members, except voting on ex-
penditures, receiving publications without charge, and buying 
from the Sn(I(ING FmH> at dealers' prices. This enables every 
one interested to be enrollcd as a member, free from expenso. 
The slight charge . of less than 2c. per week will hardly be 
considered an expense, and this Bulletin is essential to every 
one keeping informed as. to the progress of the introduction. 
Workers. - Some of our members have become such to 
show their interest and their willingness to pay a share of the 
necessary expenses, but arc so situated that, personally, they do 
no active work. We cannot afford to waste a single cent in post-
age or printing. We ,vish to make every item tell, and printed 
matter will be sent only to those who specially wish it. 
A list has been opened, headed" W oRKEns." 'To each per-
son on that list will be sent, as fast as issued, one or more 
copies of each circular, placard, cheap chart, or othcr publica-
tion intended to be posted in prominent places, or, given to de-
velop interest. Those who request it, members or others, are 
enrolled as WORKERS, if they agree that all matter sent to them 
will receive thcir personal attention, and be put w here it will do 
he most good; if a broadsid.e, will be posted in 'a conspicuous 
place; if a circular, will be given to one likely to read and be 
·nterested; if a suggestion for work, will be read with attention, 
heeded if practicable, and at all events will not be wasted. 
Matter sent is without charge, and any person, member or 
not, may be a WonKEn without paying a cent. 
W' e hope this list of workers will fill up rapidly, and our 
membership will be very largely represented. Requests should 
be, in substance, "I wish to be on the list of workers. Matter 
sent me will do its full work, and none will be wasted." 
A small package of documents will be mnile.,9 each applicant. 
. How to Join.-Send to the secretary, Melvil Dewey, 
P.O. 260, Boston, your name, with full P.O. address, positio,n, 
occupRtion, or any titles or degrees, that should appear for 
identification in a full list of members. With this send your 
fee for the current year ($1, $3, or $5), stating plainly 
if you desire regular or only Subscribing or Associate memlier-
ship .(also if to be on the list of workers), and when you wish it 
to commence, since many pay assessments for the first YCRrs, 
making their connection date from the organization, and getting 
the valuable publications of those years. State plainly which of 
the publications to which you are entitled you wish sent to you, 
and, if by mail, enclose stamps. You will soon receive your 
ofRcial certificate, after which you will be entitlcd to "II the 
rights and privileges of membership. W onKEns sign a special 
application and receive a special certificate. 
The Bureau year corresponds with the calendar. Asscss-
ments are due at the beginning of the year, and should be paid 
as e",rly as convenient after January 1. While the fcc. for the 
current year properly accompanies applications neve.· defer m-: 
,·oZment. If not convenient to send the fee with the name s~nd 
it later. Other publications will be sent on its receipt. Bul-
letins at once on enrolment. 
1876. The assessment was $2.50. Eacli member had $6.00 in 
publications, as fo!J.ows: - Bulletins as issued, $1.00 i Chart 
No.1, best mounting, cloth back, varnishe!l, $3.00; Putnam's 
Metric System, bound, $1.00; Bulletin, bound and indexed, $1.00. 
· 1877. Because of the extraordinary increase of interest 
and de.Qlands on the Bureau,and as each member received so 
many publica?ons, the assessment WaS made. the full $5.00, and 
publications amounted to $1.10: Bulletins as issued, $1.00; 
. Chart No.2; on map rollers, $2.00 (varni~hed and mounted on 
cloth for members, at half price, 50c.); Barnard's M:etric Sys-
tem, bound, $8.00; Putnam's Tables, 20 cents; Chart No.3, 
80 cents; Metric . M:an~n1, bound, 20 cents; Bulletins for 1871, 
bound and indexed, $1.00. . 
. Phe method of joinin(J, eli.gibility, .ezpenul, and duties have 
been',o fixed that there .. no e:xtU8e for 'llJithJwlding memberslvip . 
euepl • .,difference to the 'llJ01·k. ·Phe pri..,ilegel flamed above 
make membership very de,;"'aJJle, esperiaUy as the Supply .De-
partment ilncludes nearly aU articles 'llJanted by those int.rested. 
w. therefore confidently hop. for a general acceptance from 
all tMle to 'Whom lhi. i1llflitation is ,ent. 
By order of the Executive Board. 
MELVIL DEWEY, 
1'.0. 260, Boaton. 
St.relanj. 
< 
.. 
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REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
Catalogu. of South lVormal School and B!ISi' 
ntss Institut., Jonesboro, Tenn. Session of IR78. 
1879. H. Presnell and Edward Wise, Princi. 
pals. 
Mbraskit Sial. Normal School. Peru, Nebras· 
ka. Catalo,:ue of, eleventh year, 1877 8. Robert 
Curry; Principal. . 
Kind.rgartm Gifls and Occupalion Mal.rial. 
An illustrated catalogue t,ogether with a List of 
Kindergarten Literature, in German, Englisb, and 
French. E. Steiger, New York. 
SI.ig.">s Calalogu., No. 31. l\Iustrated De· 
scriptive Catalogue of Globes, Te!lurians, Maps, 
and Educational apparatus. E. Steiger, New 
York. 
Syllabus ~f E"glish .for I'" Firsl Class o.f II.. 
Columbus High School. By A. H. Welsh and E . 
H. Cook. Columbus, Ohio. 1878. Every teacher 
of English sh~uld have a copy of this Syllabus. 
Calalogu. o.f lilt Public Schools of II.. Cily o.f 
Wal.rlown, Wisconsin, for the year 1877 ' 78. Wm. 
BIeber, Superintendent of Public Schools. 
Nt1V Book, Ptt,blish.d by Ginn and H,a/~, 
Boslon. Notices of Allen and Greenough's New 
Latin Grammar, and other New Books. Branch 
offire 46 Madison street, Chicago. 
Calalogu. o.f Iowa Cily Acad.11IY and Inslilul., 
for the school year 1877.8 and Circular for 18789. 
Iowa City, Iowa. Amos Hiatt and H. ,H. Hiatt, 
associate principals. 
PUBLISHERS'DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUMBERS of the W •• KLY will be furnished for 
Bo~;dC~~~u!~C~o~~~!;~H~r(il~:O~:::l:dbc had (or 
's.oo. Coven alone, 1S cents. 
If notice II sent us of a misling number immediately on 
receipt of the ",xt number, we will mail it free. Always 
give the "utn6er of the paper, not the dale. 
In ordering a change in the address of your paper, always 
iwe the pOfOtoflice and state /rDtn which you wish the ad-
dress changed. , 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
' •. SO per year (SO Nos.): ".SOper volume ('5 Noa.). In 
c1ubs of five, $2 .25 and ,r.3f' In clubs or ten, ~.oo and t~~riel !~rRe~ili~~hR:::~f~r ~~=~. y~~t P>ay~~~ r~: 
vaTh~lr~~ :~;b:~PaJd for by each subscnber is 'on the ad-
~~i:;latte~· lu!:cel;f:~ i~l~::~::d~e~h~~~o::O~dt bed::: 
two week» In advance. 
Remittances ,bould be sent by reglltered letter, draft, or 
postoffice money order, payable to V AILB at WINCHBLL. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per line, agate measure, 10 cents each inaertioD. When a 
Ipeclal location il chosen, 12 cent5 a line. Special Notices, 
in Publishers' Department, '5 cents a line. 
Special ratew for twelve, Ii x, and three months' contracts. 
Orders from Itrancera must be paid monthly in advance. 
da~eo~f i:~:~.ld be .received by Saturday noon .. preVlOUS to 
Each advertising pace of THB EDUCA.TlONAL WBBkLY 
contain. three columns;" each Column ten inches, and one 
inch fourteen linea. . ' 
No advertilement wlll be inaertcd for leu than one dollar, 
Addreas all communications to 
V AILE 8< WINCHELL, 
'5 Clark St.. ChicalO. 
Jo ADVER TISERS.-Th~. :WBBKLY· (urnilhes·ab· lolutely the only means 01 reaehinl the creat ma/orlly o teachen and ,choot board" in tbe West by a IID--' e ad-
vertlaement. The W •• KLY is found in the bands or nearly 
every Jraded Ichool principal and superintendent in the 
Nonhwe5tern States, and quite aeDerall~ thtouahout the 
~~f~:,~~if!l:~·;:.e;~ti~: ~~~ :.:;k ~D~~= ~j 0::; 
'lti" in the states of"MicblPn, Illinois, MinDesota, N"ebrai .. 
ka, and leveral otbers. In each of the Weloteru S~tes it 
~erif::! ~~:~O~~bt~U:il:~fj~~f:i= 
ltate. Ithas also I~ial editors (or the South olidthe East, 
and II lteadily Increallnl I .. circulation in thOle,sections of 
COUlltry. The rate, of advertillna are w"y /tnIJ. eapeclaUy 
on loua contracts, ud an invitation il res~lly extended. 
'by the publl&hen to test the meritl ot the W:aULY as an 
aavertlaln& medium. Estimates furnished on application 10 
the publishers. . 
To SUPERINTENDENTS, TEACHERS AND SCHOOL BOARDS.-'l'he ad.erusemenll ~u\'lished !n;i!~or~~i:T~~:~lne'Xi:~:m bof~ili! :n~t :..rJbf~ 
10 be found In the paper. Thcy represent the bUilneaa· of · 
~.: !~d!~f!ht:!~~~~~~rsm:~ ~;~~ ::~e~hTh~yl :h~~~.i THE EDUCATIONAL WEEK LV, the be~t journal of 
its class that comes to our table, is to be under the ~ r:~~ ~(e~eh-ee:tie~~dw';~:D Ji~~ccl;n~~0:h:llldvu:~!:~ editorial management in the future, of Mr. E . O. 
w~.:,::.tiDAn t!iv:~~~~~~:'t'~::aii':i~!nrai:s ~~~ t:dv~~ Vaile, late professor of English literature in Wood~ 
.ller·, 6"t otfer, and If i. is no. specifically mentioned In ward High School, Cincinnati. Mr. Vaile is well 
your letter, you may not be favored by the 6e.rt terms. Be- known throughout the country as an able writer and sides, you favor all parlies concerned when you answer ad- a skillful practical educator. The WEEKLY has been 
verti.ements in .ha. way. placed upon a solid financial basiS, and its future is 
-If any errors occur at any time in the an. assured ... ·Norlhwtsl.rn Christian Advocal •. , 
nouncement of iDs tit utes in our State Departments, I THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY has now two ster· 
those informed will oblige us by notifying us, that ling men at its helm; Mr. S. R. Winchell, who 
we may correct them in the next issue. founded it, has secured as an associate, Mr. E. O. 
Vaile, who is well known as one of the ablest wri-
-The calls for trachers and positions, puhlished ters at the west. This paper. is doing substantial 
in ou~ "Teachers' Exchange," are this weekd wo~h work in the educational field; its spirit, earnestness, attenuon . . Mr. ~tte~ personally rec0ll!men ~ t e enterprise and 'ability are just what is needed in 
lady menti?ned IQ hiS card, and Mr. Bnstol will be such a paper. While the power and usefulness of 
sallsfied w.th .none but a first class teacher. . educational journalism is but feebly appreciated by 
- The InsMUI~ ~ong Bud,,,, 78 pa.ges of m~slc the mass of teachers, we predict that the WI!EKLY 
and words, conta.m.ng ,108 pteces, I~ Just the thtng !.will make a tnumphant success. That it may do 
for these summer tnst.tutes. Spectmen cO.py 15 ~o we tender our most cordial wishes.- N. ]0. 
cents; $1.50 per dozen. Address Vaile & Win· School :Journal. 
chell, Chicago. ==~============== 
-Wedgwood's Topical Analysis of Studies 
taught in common schools is now ready for delivery. 
Orders for nearly the whole a,ddition have already 
been received. A second ~dition will be prepared 
to meet the demand. See advertisement. 
Eclectic Series. 
NEW BOOKS. 
-A full supply of Wedgwood's Topical Analy. Smgle Sample Copy for examination, with a 
sis has been ordered for the institutes at Atlantic view to first introduction, 
and Winterset, lao Institute conductor. will .find SENT POSTI"D ON RECEIPT OF THE ANNEXED PRICE. 
it very valuable to them, and a desirable outline for ' 
every member of the institute to 'possess. 
-Mr. J . D:-Williams, a graduate of Hillsdale 
College, Michigan, and for four years supertnten-
dent of the public schools of Sturgis, Michigan, 
bas been secured by the publishinJi! house of Clark 
& Maynard, to represent their books in the West. 
We understand he already has his carpet· bag in 
hand and is on the road. 
-The Chicago and Northwestern Road covers 
considerable country of interest to the tourist who 
seeks a lovely spot in summer for hunting and fish· 
ing. For the first time in the country's history it 
has authorized th~ sale of cheap excursion .tickets 
from Chicago to Denver and other Coilirado poi"ts, 
as well as to Lake Geneva, Green Lake, Elkhart 
Lake,Dulutb, and other points in the North and 
Northwest. Excursions to San Francisco 'will also 
be arranged. . The new excursion rates will be as 
follows: To and from Lake Genevll, $3.75; She· 
boygan, $7.50; Elkhart Lake,$8.25; Green Lake, 
$9.15; Marquett, $z3; Duluth, $31, $35 or $36; 
St. Cloud, Minnesota, $28.10; Bismarck, Dakota, 
$51. The fare from Chicago to Denver and . re-
turn will be $70: There will be two routes from 
Chicago to Omaha, and then via the Union Pacific; 
and yet another, going by the above route and reo 
turning by the Kansas Pacific from Kansas City. 
Tickets will be sold from date until September 30. 
Return tickets will not be good after Oct. 31. Stop. 
over cheeks can be obtained · for any point on the 
road. Sportsmen's dogs w!ll be ca~ed. free. Ther~ 
is no doubt that the traveling public Will be grati' 
fied to hear of the·above. 
. Do not stop the WEEKLY; I cannot do without 
It.-:J. w: Cqry, Ctnln-villt, iowa. 
I hope to see it in the hands of omany tea~hers in 
this county.-Supl. F. w: Crouch, Macoupin coun· 
ty, ill. 
I think your paper up with the tHnes, and in point 
of interest and, value unsurpass~d.-Row~ .. n¢ Es· 
Its, Salem, Ind. 
Every teacher and school trustee III the United 
'States ought to r ead-tbe-;'5ue_oC Mai-9,:and..iefiect 
upon it.-Prof. M .. rtin E. C .. dy; Auror .. , . .111 . . 
Your paper has·the right ring about its utteran-
ces. WQuld that all of our teaC!lers and boards of 
school directon could be prevailed upon to take it. 
_·Supt. :J. H. Pr.slon, Ltt eounty, .Illinois. 
. I am taking the N. E. 7ou,,?,ai o.f Educ .. lion, 
the Primary T.ad .. r, the PraUical T.ad .. r, the 
Educational Calmdar and the WEEKLY; the last 
named is the btst of all, and still im/!roving. I 
hope to be a life subscriber to the WEEKLY.-H. 
L • .D.t..pkli", Olmy, Kansas. 
P;ice-list and Descriptive Circulars on application. 
Harvey's Graded-School Speller (Just 
published). With a familiar system 
of Diacritical Marks. 121UO,152PP. 
Sa",pl~ 
CDpy. 
I1Iustrated, $0. 15 
Bartholomew's Graded Less'ns in Lat-
in (Just published). 12mo.150 pp, 
Bartholomew's Latin Grammar, 
Bartholomew's Cresar, . 
Bullet's First Lessons in French, 
Duffet's French Method; Parts 1.&11., 
each, 
Duffet's Complete French Method, 
(Parts 1. & II.), 
Norton's Elements or Chemistry, 
Norton's Elements of Physics, 
Thalheimer's General History, 
Thalheimer's History of England, 
KiddIe's How to Teach, 
~ayne's School Supervision, 
Ray's New Primary Arithmetic, 
Ray's New Intellectual Arithmetic, 
Ray's New Practical Arithmetic, 
.65 
·75 
·75 
·43 
. 60 
·95 
1.00 
.85 
1.00 
1.00 
.13 
.21 
Hllve ytnl ~"" tlu iLLINOIS EDITION qf till EeL.erlc 
GBOGRAPHIBS. wit" exte1ftUd DI.tCriplt've C"'grajMY 0/ ~ 
the Stat., a"d f,,//·pap Co""ty and RailriHld Map' 
Address the publishers, 
VAN ANTWERP, BRAGG & CO., 
Cincinnati and New York. . 
Square and Cube Root. 
As Simple as Sim~I~ ,~ddi~on, 
ON AN ENtIRELY NEW PLAN. 
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